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part of bali is popular for its white sand beaches and clear blue waters. many tourists will be amazed
at how crystal clear the water is. the beaches are a great way to relax, but be careful! the water is
very dangerous, and many people have drowned. the waves are big, and there is always a surf
warning. many beaches have lifeguards, but never underestimate the power of the ocean. while it is
an expensive holiday destination, bali has a lot to offer for those looking to travel cheap. it is also a
good place to do business. there are a lot of tourist attractions, and a lot of things to do. the famous
bali bird park is one of the more popular tourist attractions, and is located on the outskirts of kuta.
the popular monkey park is also located in the outskirts of kuta. the hotels in bali offer cheap
accommodation, and you can find them fairly easily on the internet. bali has many hotels and it is
always a good idea to book in advance to avoid disappointment. this is especially true during the
high season, and if you want to stay in a hotel that has good views. there are many budget hotels in
bali, but they are not all the same. tourists should take note of the following: all international flights
will be grounded until further notice. please be aware that there will be no direct or charter flights
to/from bali. passengers who want to get to bali must transit in java or lombok. passengers that
transit in lombok will have to exit in bali. lombok will be closed to all international arrivals. domestic
flights will only operate to/from bali, kuta and sanur. all other domestic destinations are closed.
passengers who are flying out of bali on an international flight, will need to check in at least three
days before departure. passengers arriving in indonesia on a flight that is not operated by the bali or
lombok airports, will not be able to enter bali.
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as per the latest data from the central statistics agency, in the first four months of 2022, the bali
economy has been growing by an average of 2.18 percent. this is higher than the national average

of 1.75 percent. the bali economy is expected to keep growing throughout 2022, thanks to the
opening of bali. this should help bali compete with other destinations, especially in asia. furthermore,

the bali economy is expected to improve, and the tourism industry is expected to be positively
affected. tourism is an important part of the economy of bali. as per the data from the central

statistics agency, the number of tourists in bali during the first quarter of 2022 was more than 1.8
million, and about 40 percent of them were from indonesia. in addition, the number of arrivals from

the rest of asia, including china, malaysia, singapore, taiwan, japan, south korea, thailand and
others, were also about 1.8 million. bali is the most popular destination in southeast asia. it is also

the most visited destination in indonesia. in fact, indonesia is the largest tourism market in southeast
asia. this means that bali is an important destination for the tourism industry. the opening of bali will

benefit not only the bali economy, but also the tourism industry of the rest of indonesia. more
visitors are expected to come from the rest of indonesia, including jakarta, west java, east java,

central java, north sumatra, south sumatra, west sumatra, kalimantan and sulawesi. the bali tourism
industry is the only part of the local economy that has been substantially spared the impact of the

covid-19 pandemic. the high-end tourism industry has been particularly hard hit, as high-end hotels
and resorts that have adopted strict covid-19 guidelines have been forced to close their beaches. the

local tourism industry has seen a drastic decline, and the international tourism industry has
experienced an unprecedented drop in visitors. not surprisingly, the local economy has been

suffering. 5ec8ef588b
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